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Abstract— Vehicular Ad - Hoc Networks, (VANET), is a 

technology in Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) used to 

improve the road safety applications by broadcasting the 

safety messages by vehicles. Thus, the network becomes the 

significant application in the next generation automotive 

systems and intelligent transportation system. These 

networks are supportive in providing road safety and other 

commercial applications. The alert messages like traffic 

congestion, accident and blocked streets are broadcasted to 

all nearby vehicles in VANET structure. These messages 

help the drivers to take early driving decision. But due to the 

limited transmission range of an On-Board unit present in 

the vehicles, there arises the possibility of hassles in the 

transmission of immediate and emergency messages. In 

order to efficiently address the challenging issues present in 

the VANETs, the system proposed an Urban Multi-hop 

Broadcast Protocol (UMBP), by taking the road layout of 

urban transportation. It includes a novel forwarding node 

selection scheme to select the remote neighboring nodes and 

single forwarding node for broadcasting. Based on the 

Forwarding node selection scheme, three broadcast 

strategies like bi-directional broadcast and directional 

broadcast are designed to select a single forwarding node in 

each road direction to disseminate emergency messages. 

Simulation results and analysis explains that the proposed 

UMBP improves the performance in terms of one-hop delay, 

message speed and reception rate. 

 

Keywords - Emergency message, Multi-directional 

broadcast, On-Board Unit, Urban Multi-hop Broadcast 

Protocol. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is a significant element of 

pervasive computing by using large scale to monitor real time 

environmental status. This network enables communication 

channel providing a medium to transfer the information 

extracted from the sensor node to the exterior world. Inter 

Vehicle Communications (IVC) is the specific field of 

communication in wireless technology with excessive impact 

and work to make our lives easier. This field of 

communication is specified as Vehicle to vehicle 

communication (V2V) and Vehicular Adhoc Networks 

(VANETS). An Ad Hoc network is a assembly of nodes 

which is used in creating a temporary system without any 

extra infrastructure and centralized control. Nodes act equally 

as an end system (transmitting and receiving data) and as a 

router occasioning in multi-hop routing. VANETs are the 

group of highly mobile wireless adhoc networks which uses 

equipped vehicles as the network nodes and these nodes 

moves relative to each other under road infrastructure 

constraints. VANETs are beneficial in providing road safety 

and further viable applications. A vehicular network is used 

to alert drivers regarding traffic jams, emergency warnings, 

accidents and convenience. In such street based broadcast 

scheme, each vehicle periodically broadcasts the message by 

containing its position information to neighboring vehicles. 

The challenging issues faced in achieving the research goals 

are mentioned below:  

(i) A delayed emergency message may create 

terrible traffic accident if its latency of 

emergency communication is reduced. 

(ii)  An occurrence of uncontrolled rebroadcast 

mechanism leads to broadcast storm problem 

imposing message redundancy, medium 

contention and packet collisions. 

(iii)  A loss of emergency message leads to dreadful 

causalities due to lack of message reliability. 

Hence, the distributed medium access of 

vehicles, distributed medium access is adopted 

in Medium Access Control (MAC) layer.  
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The loss of an emergency message due to the packet 

collisions is neglected whenever safety related services co-

exist with other multi-media services. The existing system 

implements IEEE-802-11 based multi-hop broadcast protocol 

to address the issue of emergency message dissemination in 

VANETs. The main focus lies on reducing the broadcast 

delay which acts as a significant factor for critical time safety 

applications. The shortcomings present in the existing 

systems are mentioned as given below: Hand shake 

Interruption, Increased transmission delay and less message 

reliability. Hence, in order to overcome these drawbacks, this 

paper introduces an Urban Multi-hop Broadcast Protocol 

(UMBP) by taking road layout of the urban transportation 

system. An emergency message in UMBP is initiated 

whenever an emergency is needed in traffic accident and 

traffic jamming. The emergency message is bi-directionally 

broadcasted in the neighboring nodes with the source node on 

a straight road and single relying node is selected to forward 

the message in either direction of source node. The 

emergency message is multi-directionally broadcasted in an 

intersection area where single relying node is selected to 

forward the message in each road branch. Thus, an efficient 

forwarding node selection scheme is introduced to select a 

remote neighboring node by utilizing the iterative partition, 

mini-slot and asynchronous contention mechanisms. 

Bidirectional, Multi-directional broadcast and Directional 

broadcast are designed to disseminate emergency messages. 

Multi-hop broadcast protocol in the urban environment is 

utilized BPAB as the comparison protocol. . The proposes 

UMBP in Network Simulator-2 and its performance is 

evaluated in terms of one-hop delay and message propagation 

speed. The contributions of the paper includes, 

 An efficient forwarding node selection scheme is 

introduced to select the remote neighboring node. 

 Selection of three broadcasting strategies like bi-

directional broadcast, multi-directional and 

directional broadcast based on forwarding node 

selection. 

 A closed-form of analytical model is designed to 

know about the performance of UMBP in terms of 

one-hop delay and message propagation speed. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 

presents a description about the previous research works 

which is relevant to VANET. Section III involves the detailed 

description about the proposed Multi-hop broadcast Protocol. 

Section IV presents the performance analysis of proposed and 

existing methods on parameters. This paper concludes in 

Section V. 

2. RELATED WORK 

This section discusses the several related works on several 

schemes to support safety related applications in VANET. 

Rasheed, et al. [1]  proposed a fleet/convey management 

based on the GeoNet architecture for Vehicular Adhoc 

Network to improve the efficiency of traffic load 

management and resource management.Kumar, et al. [2] 

described Vehicular Safety Consortium (VSC)10,the Crash-

Avoidance Metrics Partnership(CAMP)consortium for  the 

pre-competitive safety technologies and various applications 

in Vehicular ad-hoc Networks. Luan, et al. [3] developed an 

accurate and scalable model to investigate the throughput 

performance under different velocities and network scales. 

The model enhanced QoS performance for multi-media 

applications and the provision schemes in high-speed drive-

thru internet scenario.  

 Mammu, et al. [4] introduced two cluster based MAC 

protocols (D-CBM) based on contention based carrier sense 

multiple access(TDMA)to attain high stability and real time 

delivery of safety messages.Cunha, et al. [5] delivered a 

comprehensive qualitative evaluation of protocols from 

diverse layers and a inclusive indication of contemporary 

state of art claims. Alturkostani, et al. [6] addressed a 

jamming detection as a method to guide DSRC safety 

applications to a fail-safe mode. A new jamming-aware 

detection algorithm was introduced with the help of two 

metrics named distance between vehicles and PDR.Hafeez, et 

al. [7] labeled an adaptive algorithm to rise system reliability 

by successful reception of packet and delay of emergency 

messages in a vehicular background. The propose model took 

the following model into consideration, 

 Impact of mobility on density of vehicles around 

the transmitter. 

 Impact of transmitter’s and receiver’s speeds on 

the system reliability. 

 Impact of channel fading by modeling the 

communication range as a random variable. 

 Hidden Terminal problem and transmission 

collisions from neighboring vehicles. 

Omar, et al. [8] elaborated the feasibility of various wireless 

access technologies for supporting VANET road safety 

applications, including IEEE 802.11p standard, the current 

cellular network and introduced VeMAC protocol for 
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supporting the stringent QoS requirements of high priority 

safety applications. Hafeez, et al. [9] proposed Optimal 

channel access(OCA) and Mobility and Topology 

Aware(MTA)algorithm to increase the reliability of control 

channel in DSRC while keeping CCI as minimum as possible 

to give a fair share  of bandwidth to non-safety 

applications.Ucar, et al. [10] introduced a hybid architecture 

named VMaSC-LTE combining both the IEEE.802.11p-based 

multichip clustering and 4G cellular systems. The adaptive 

usage of VMaSC –LTE architecture depending on the 

reliability requirement of application.Eckhoff, et al. [11] 

investigated the impact of antenna patterns on the results of 

city-wide simulation with more than hundreds of car and 

isolated intersection collision avoidance scenario.Nguyen, et 

al. [12] suggested an analytical model to  compute thee HER-

MAC protocol in non-saturation condition through the packet 

delivery ratio. The safety application packet using the TDMA 

access scheme proved the efficient safety by providing more 

reliability and efficiency. Al-Sultan, et al. [13] provided a 

comprehensive survey specifying the issues in VANET and 

its safety applications on the areas listed below: 

 Intersection and collision avoidance 

 Public Safety 

 Sign Extension 

 Vehicle diagnostics and maintenance 

 Information from other vehicles. 

Javed and Khan [14] presented a novel idea of taking 

vehicle safety into account by optimizing the rate and range 

of safety-alert messages. The adaptive packet generation rate-

transmission range control algorithm for basic safety alert 

messages. The proposed algorithm is used to  

 Maintain the safety of the vehicles by maximizing 

the control channel utilization. 

 Utilize the control channel bandwidth to outperform 

a fixed scheme at various vehicle densities. 

 Adaptively reduce the packet generation rate of the 

BSM packets. 

 Improves the security message performance in terms 

of packet reception rate and control channel 

deployment for a range of vehicle densities and 

vehicle speeds. 

Miao, et al. [15] proposed a simulation based evaluation of 

IEEE 802.11p MAC protocol in VANET safety applications. 

The number of vehicles present in a network is also listed as 

per the reliability in VANET safety applications. The 

evaluation results indicated the  

 Improved Performance of IEEE 802.11p MAC 

protocol by extending CCH interval. 

 Reliable deliver due to high collisions. 

802.11p MAC protocol is evaluated in terms of packet 

delivery ratio, one hop delay, reliability, propagation speed 

and throughput. 

3. NOVEL MODEL FOR AUTOMATED SKIN 

CANCER ANALYSIS 

This section discusses the implementation of the proposed 

model for Urban Multi-hop Broadcast Protocol (UMBP).Fig 

1 shows the overall workflow of the proposed work.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Overall flow of proposed work 
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The proposed work includes the following modules such as 

Network Model, Neighbor node estimation, urban Multi-hop 

broadcast Protocol, Broadcast Phase and Performance 

analysis. The network model consists of vehicles equipped 

with communication node to obtain the current location and 

distance information. Neighbor node estimation handles the 

node creation and updation of nearby vehicles. In Urban 

Multi-Hop Broadcast Protocol, the emergency message is 

multi-directionally broadcasted. UMBP conducts the multi-

directional broadcasted message. 

3.1 Network Model 

A network model comprising a number of moving vehicles 

without any infrastructure support move in two opposite 

directions on urban multi-lane roads while crossing the 

intersections directly or turn right/left as in Fig.2. A vehicle is 

fortified with an OBU to detect traffic accidents and then 

broadcasts emergency messages to neighboring vehicles. A 

wireless communication is adopted with OBU which is 

responsible to detect traffic accidents and then broadcasts 

emergency messages to neighboring vehicles. The generated 

data are transferred using FTP traffic by selecting a pair of 

vehicles. A wireless communication interface is installed on 

each OBU and the basic IEEE 802.11 protocol is adopted at 

MAC layer. 

 

 
Fig.2 Network Model 

3.2 Neighbor node estimation  

The neighbor nodes of all vehicles situated in the network 

are identified by the location information as listed in Fig.3. At 

the time of estimation, a neighbor table is formed and details 

are updated by the nearby vehicles. Next-hop neighbors and 

total number of hops between the vehicles for a specific 

distance. The broadcasting scheme is eventually performed 

with the neighbor nodes. The forwarding node selection 

process starts in front and back directions. 

(i) Neighboring nodes in Front direction  

In the first iteration which lasts two mini-slots, the 

transmission range R is divided into a Far Area and Near 

Area in the front direction. The black burst transmissions or 

receptions of neighboring nodes present in next iteration 

operate properly. The forwarding node selection process 

continues until the iteration time which reaches N, then the 

value is limited to the condition. ≤ [𝑇𝐷𝐼𝐹𝑆− 𝑇𝐷𝐼𝐹𝑆−𝜏2𝜏 ]            (1) 

In the Nth iteration which lasts three mini-slots, the 

neighboring nodes in FA send black-burst in the 2N-1 th 

mini-slot and then forwarding nodes in the front direction. 

(ii) Neighboring nodes in the back direction 

In the back direction, the neighboring nodes fail to transmit 

the black-burst interference simultaneously with those in the 

front direction. The black-burst interference among the 

neighboring nodes in different directions of source node is 

unavoidable. Neighboring nodes in back direction conducts 

an alternative iteration process in UMBP. The iterations 

process is performed simultaneously in two different opposite 

directions of source node which are selected in each direction. 𝐶 = [𝑇𝐷𝐼𝐹𝑆− 𝑇𝑆𝐼𝐹𝑆𝜏 ]            (2) 

 
Fig.3 Location Information 
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3.3 Urban Multi-hop Broadcast Protocol  

The occurrence of traffic accident may arise in road or at 

an intersection in the urban environment which triggers the 

initialization of an emergency message in BP. At the first 

hop, the emergency message is bi-directionally broadcasted to 

neighboring nodes with the presence of source node on 

straight road. The emergency message is multi-directionally 

broadcasted when the source node is in intersection area. At 

the second hop, the message is directionally broadcasted. 

 

 
Fig.4 Urban Multi hop broadcast protocol  

 

3.4 Broadcast Phase  

UMBP implements bidirectional broadcast to select a 

particular forwarding node in any direction of source node as 

shown in Fig.5. The improved RTS/CTS handshake is applied 

to choose more than one forwarding node present in bi-

directional broadcast. UMBP conducts multi-directional 

broadcast at the first hop whenever a traffic accident happens 

in front and back as defined in eqn 1 and 2. Emergency 

message is directionally broadcasted when the forwarding 

node is not present in an intersection area from the second 

hop. The algorithm to broadcast the emergency message with 

the directional information as follows: 

Algorithm 1 Different broadcast strategies 

 

1: Denote i as the number of hops; 

2: if i = 1 then 

 3: if the source node on a road 

 4: Bi-directionally broadcast the emergency message; 

 5: else 

 6: Multi-directionally broadcast the emergency message; 

// in an intersection area 

 7: end if 

8: else 

 9: if the forwarding node on a road then 

10: Directionally broadcast the emergency message; 

11: else 

12: Multi-directionally broadcast the emergency message; 

               // in an intersection area 

13: end if 

14: end if 

 

 
Fig.5 Broadcast phase 

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

   This section presents the performance analysis of the 

proposed UMBP in Network Simulator-2 (NS-2) to validate 

the performance in terms of one-hop delay and message 

propagation. As a representative multi-hop broadcast protocol 

in the urban environment, BPAB is utilized as the comparison 

protocol. The simulation configuration parameters for 

proposed work implementation are listed in Table I as follows 

TABLE I 

PARAMETERS IN SIMULATIONS  
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Parameter Value  Parameter  Value  

SIFS 10𝜇  PLCP& 

preamble  

192 𝜇  

Time slot  20 𝜇  RTS 20 byte 

DIFS 50 𝜇  CTS 14 byte 

Basic rate  1  DATA 512byte 

Data rate  11M ACK 14 byte 

Mini-slot  5 𝜇  eRTS 20byte 

BIFS 15 𝜇  eCTS 14 byte 

Mini _CW 7 Emergency 

message  

512 

CW 8 N 3 

Mini-slot  5 𝜇   ½ 𝛿 1 𝜇  Base MAC 

Protocol 

IEEE 

802.11b  𝑖 ℎ 3 𝜇  Transmission 

range  

250m 

   

4.1 One Hop delay for Multi-directional Broadcast  

The one-hop delay in multi-directional broadcast also 

includes the time for transmitting an emergency message, the 

iteration time, and the contention time for transmitting in bi-

directional broadcast. The variation of delay values with 

respect to the number of vehicles are shown in Fig. 6. The 

existing BPAB and the proposed UMBP provides minimum 

delay values as 3.2 and 1.8 ms. The comparative analysis 

between the existing and proposed shows that UMBP  

provides 43.75 %  reduction delay compared to BPAB. 

 

 

 

Fig.6 Vehicle Vs Delay 

4.2 Packet delivery ratio 

The measure of the sum of packets received by the 

destination to the sum of packets generated is referred as 

packet delivery ratio.  

The variations in message rate with respect to the number of 

packets are displayed in Fig. 7. The existing BPAB and the 

proposed UMBP and existing BPAB provides maximum 72 

bps message rate and 70 bps respectively. The comparative 

analysis between the existing and proposed shows that UMBP 

2.77 % provides improvement when compared to BPAB. 

 

 
Fig.7 Packets Vs Message Rate 

4.3 Propagation Speed 

 

The propagation speed of an emergency message is defined 

as the propagation distance per second, and it equals the 

distance of the final FA to the source node divided by the 

one-hop delay. The propagation speed in multi-directional 

broad-cast is represented by            = 2 𝐷𝐷+𝐷1𝑇𝑂𝑀−𝐻                (3) 
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Fig.8 Vehicle Vs Propagation 

The variations of propagation speed with respect to the 

number of vehicles are shown in Fig. 9. The existing BPAB 

and the proposed UMBP and existing BPAB provides 

maximum 135 and 80 propagation rate respectively. The 

comparative analysis between the existing and proposed 

shows that UMBP 40.74% provides improvement when 

compared to BPAB. 

 
Fig.9 Vehicle Vs Overhead  

4.4 Throughput 

The number of vehicles over the total simulation period 

refers throughput. The mathematical formulation for 

throughput is expressed as  𝑇ℎ 𝑔ℎ = 𝑁   ℎ𝑖𝑇𝑖  𝑖                  (4)   

The variation in simulation period and the corresponding 

throughput values are plotted in Fig. 10. For the simulation 

period, the throughput values of UMBP are maximum 

compared to existing method. UMBP provides 2.14 % 

increased value when compared to BPAB. 

 

 
Fig.10 Vehicle Vs Throughput  

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper addressed the issues present in the existing 

system and methodologies carried to overcome those 

shortcomings in the proposed work. A multi-hop broadcast 

protocol UMBP is introduced for emergency message 

disseminations in urban vehicular networks. Based on the 

road layout of urban transportation system, UMBP uses 

flexible broadcast strategies as per positions of forwarding 

nodes. At first hop, bi-directional broadcast or multi-

broadcast utilizes an efficient forwarding node selection 

method to select a remote forwarding node in each direction 

which enables the emergency message to propagate along 

different directions. The directional broadcast is implemented 

by the single remote forwarding node selected by the e RTS/e 

CTS handshake in each hop by reducing the message 

redundancy and assuring message reliability. When the 

emergency message stretches an intersection area, multi-

directional broadcast is adopted and the forwarding node 

selection process is concurrently conducted in multiple road 

directions. Additionally, an analytical model is developed to 

show the performance of UMBP in terms of one-hop delay 

and message propagation speed. Analytical and simulation 

results demonstrated the proposed UMBP transmit the 

emergency messages quickly and also reduce the message 

redundancy, enhance the reliability of message.  
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